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Candidates like bikes in SLO

Local haunts

Some wary of cyclists’ effect on downtown businesses
By Jodi Ross
Staff Writer

While the fate of bike lanes
downtown will wait until spring,
those who will actually deter
mine that fate will be voted into
office next week.
Local mayoral and City Coun
cil candidates, with the exception
of Cal Massey, recently discussed
the issue with the editorial board
of Mustang Daily.
The cu rren t bike la n e
proposal, a revision of a 1985
version, recommends establish
ing bike lanes throughout the
downtown core, adding Class IIstandard bike lanes on Marsh
Street and leaving Higuera
Street as is.
Council can d id ate John
Lybarger said he b elieves
downtown could become a
pedestrian paradise, free from
automobiles, grime and disturb
ing noise. He supports the crea-
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The ghosts of Alice, Robert and the groundskeeper are said to haunt
t.he Rose Victorian Inn. See the spectral special section on page 5.

Blakely, Nogle clash
at Chumash debate
that will leave us in jeopardy.”
Staff Writer
Nogle said she strongly sup
ports small business downtown,
When David Blakely and as well as agriculture throughout
Wendy Nogle loudly voiced their the county. She said if there was
opposition to each other Monday an established plan for small
night, echoes rang throughout businesses interested in moving
Chumash Auditorium.
here to look at, the community
Twenty-nine people showed could then “cherry pick” the best
businesses for the area.
“We need to create jobs,”
Nogle said. “We just haven’t had
a leader to put it all in place.”
“Things are tough all
By Kevin C om erford

over...but we are ninth
lowest in the state in
“Right now the econ
unemployment.”
omy is bad...students
are suffering. We are
David Blakely in dire straits...”
5th District Supervisor
up to see the two candidates for
5th District Supervisor field
questions asked by TblegramTVibune editor Jeff Fairbanks
and Mustang Daily editor Peter
Hartlaub.
In Nogle’s opening statement,
she was quick to say that unlike
her opponent, she is not a
politician, but a businesswoman.
“He doesn’t know how to run a
business,” she said. “He has
never hired anyone, fired
anyone, or done a payroll and
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‘Tm absolutely probike lanes. We need to
separate cars from
bicycles and
pedestrians.”
John Lybarger,
council candidate

tion of an all-bike area in the
center of town.
“I’m a b so lu tely pro-bike
lanes,” he said. “We need to
separate cars from bicycles and
pedestrians.”
Lybarger said he encourages
alternative transportation by
more reasonable access for
bicycles.
Council candidate Brent
Petersen said the city needs to
offer “alternate methods of
transportation (to cars).”
“I don’t think enough money
has been allocated for bike
lanes,” Petersen said.
Mayoral candidate Jerry
Reiss said he wants to see bike
la n e s add ed o u ts id e th e
downtown core.
“I think we have to be very
careful,” he said. “I don’t have a
problem with (bike lanes) where
I don’t feel they interfere with
the businesses.”
Council candidate David Jef

frey agreed with Reiss. He said
he likes the idea of bike lanes as
long a s th e y don’t h u rt
downtown businesses.
“In terms of bike lanes I’m all
for it,” he said. “In terms of
economic detrim ent to the
economic community. I’m con
cerned.

WHERE
THEY
STAND

“Bike lanes are great
as long as they’re safe
and don’t impact
negatively on
businesses.”
David Jeffrey,
council candidate

ELECTION

Candidate'spositions on:

BIKE LANES

“Bike lanes are great as long
as they’re safe and don’t impact
negatively on businesses,” Jef
frey added.
Council candidate David
Friend says he is concerned with
the w elfare o f b u sin esses
downtown. “I love bicycles,” he
said, “but I also worry about the
businesses. I think we can create
a community with both.”
Mayoral candidate Penny
Rappa said she wants to advance
the environment while keeping
the economy intact. “I’m a can
didate that can look at (a lot) of
people’s interests,” Rappa said.

Clergy; Life shouldn’t be cheap
Local ministers say Prop. 161 mixes politics with morality
By K ristie M cC all
Staff Writer

______

A sampling of local religious
leaders arrive at a general con
sensus when it comes to the
“right to die” initiative; Life is
precious and valuable.
If passed. Proposition 161
would allow a terminally ill
patient to authorize physicianassisted death. California would
be the first state to legalize
“aid-in-dying.”
The proposition defines “aidin-dying” as the use of medical

Wendy Nogle
Supervisorial candidate

A decision to

DIE

Tuesday: Some local

Blakely agreed with the need
to create more jobs in San Luis
Obispo, but said the city is not in
as bad shape as Nogle claims.
“Things are tough all over
right now, but we are ninth
lowest in the state in unemploy
ment,” Blakely said.
On State Water, Blakely said
See DEBATE, page 9

doctors say they aren't
suf^ortive ofProp. 161.
Today: Local clergy
discuss their concerns.
Thursday: Wry one
local man says Prop.
161 is long overdue.

procedures that will cause the
death of a terminally ill patient.
Under the current law, the
state permits a patient to refuse
medical treatment. However, a
doctor who aids a patient in
dying can be tried for murder.
The initiative would relieve
physicians of this liability.
Campus religious group« —
and several area criurches —
hesitated to comment on the
proposition, saying the initia
tive is more a political than
moial issue.
Biother Richard Moratto of
Cal Poly’s Newman Catholic
Center, said the group main
tains the perspective of the
Catholic Church.
Moratto said he opposes the
proposition because it essential
ly legalizes suicide.
“The proposition is really
medically-eissisted suicide,” he
said. “We are developing a very
casual, cavalier attitude that
life is cheap.”
Bob Sendall, campus coor
dinator of the Pbly Christian
Fellowship, agreed.
“We have the opinion that
life is valuable no matter what
stage it is in,” he said.
Sendall said the issue is
simply a political one, adding
that PCF does not take a stand

SHERRY GURTLER/Mustang Daily

Deacon Dave Leach

on the issue as a group.
Other campus religious or
ganizations cited similar reser
vations and declined to com
ment.
The opinions of local clergy
are similar, stemming from the
belief that life is valuable in all
stages.
Bob niman, pastor of Coastal
Presbyterian Church in Los
Osos, said he opposes Prop. 161
because it is contrary to the
Bible.
“Life is not special because of
its good or bad quality,” he said.
“Life is special because it is
See DIE, page 8
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Opinion

T h e A ssociated Press offers an analysis of what you
can expect the presidential candidates to stress in the
final days o f the cam paign / page three

Mustang Daily’s editorial staff begins its endorsem ent
series with our recom m endation for the San Luis
O bispo mayoral race / page four
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World
J a p a n e s e em peror says he
im proved C hin ese relations

Nine-year-old runs as write-in
P lanned Parenthood sues
over ‘bogus abortion clinics’ candidate in Santa Cruz race

SHANGHAI, China (AP) — Japanese Emperor
Akihito suggested Tuesday his groundbreaking visit to
China had helped cure the ill will lingering from the
1937-45 Sino-Japanese war.
“I felt that most of the Chinese people hope for friend
ly relations between our two peoples,” he told reporters
as he prepared to leave Wednesday.
Those relations had been strained for decades by the
lingering wounds from World War II.
His assessment of the Chinese mood today comes from
a narrow circle of people. Security has been unusually
tight, and virtually all of the people he has met were
either chosen or at least screened by the Chinese govern
ment.
The authorities went even further in the case of a
Shanghai man who threatened to kill himself if Akihito
failed to apologize for the war. The demonstrator was ar
rested, and students were warned not to hold protests.
At a state banquet hours after his arrival in China on
Friday, Akihito deplored the “great sufferings” Japan in
flicted on the Chinese people. Millions of Chinese died
during eight years of war with the Japanese.
The long-awaited remarks were the strongest expres
sion of remorse for the war yet offered by Akihito, and
were more explicit than those made by his father, the
late Emperor Hirohito.
“At the banquet, I expressed frankly my feelings
toward the Chinese people,” Akihito said at Tuesday’s
news conference. “If people deal sincerely with each other
heart to heart, I believe borders can be bridged.”
Akihito, who toured China with Empress Michiko, is
the first Japanese emperor to visit China even though
the two countries’ relations span more than 2,000 years.
Along with Beijing and Shanghai, the royal couple
also visited the Great Wall and the ancient capital of
Xian.
Asked his impressions after seeing many famous
Chinese historical sights, he said: “(This trip) has made
me feel the importance of the history and peace of our
fortunate countiy.”
The imperial couple spent most of their first day in
Shanghai meeting with college students, scholars and
cultural figures.

SAN DIEGO (AP) — A local Planned Parenthood
chapter has filed a lawsuit alleging that four pregnancy
clinics are fronts set up by anti-abortion groups to dis
courage and harass women considering abortions.
The lawsuit was filed Monday by Planned Parenthood
of San Diego and Riverside counties and an anonymous
woman, referred to as “Jane Roe,” who said she went to
one of the clinics because she was promised a free preg
nancy test.
Counselors told her she was pregnant and began put
ting “intense, unrelenting pressure on her to continue her
pregnancy and have a baby” — using pictures of fetuses
and an upsetting videotape, the lawsuit said.
“Through false advertising, these centers deceive
women at an especially vulnerable time in their lives,
promising to offer help, confidentiality, and choices. In
stead, they violate the trust which is placed in them,”
said Mark Salo, executive director of Planned Paren
thood.
The lawsuit, filed in San Diego Superior Court, seeks
to stop alleged false advertising and other unlawful busi
ness practices by the centers. The complaint seeks un
specified monetary damages from the Center for Un
planned Pregnancy for Roe’s suffering.
Salo said Planned Parenthood does not want to close
the centers but demands that they be up-front with the
public about their intents and purposes and comply with
laws relating to licenses and nonprofit status.
Roe went to the Center for Unplanned Pregnancy in
September after she found it in the “clinics” section of a
telephone directory. But the center is not a licensed
medical clinic, Salo said.
Attorney Abby B. Silverman, representing Planned
Parenthood and Roe, said some women who have gone to
the bogus clinics have reacted with anger, while others
“were really shattered by it.”
In one case, he said, a woman who refused to comply
with the demands of one of the centers returned home to
find the police and representatives of the county’s
Department of Social Services at her doorstep.
Officials at the center had told police she was suicidal.
Also, her husband was telephoned and told that she was
pregnant, he said.

FELTON (AP) — Jason Darnell is running a
bootstraps political campaign for Santa Cruz County Su
pervisor, even though the boots are still measured in kid
sizes and sported by a 60-pound fourth-grader.
With plenty of help and encouragement from mom and
dad, the 9-year-old is running a write-in campaign for the
supervisor’s job from the kitchen of the family’s home in
this tiny bedroom community in the redwoods about 25
miles west of San Jose.
Larry Darnell, Jason’s father and campaign manager
and a film and video producer, said his son is clearly su
perior to others running for office this year.
It all started out as a joke. As JaSon and his folks tried
to figure out a neat costume for Halloween, they discus
ses the idea of dressing up as a candidate. Could I really
be one? Jason asked, and the idea was bom.
Now, Jason is taking his campaign serious — and
direct to the peoplp.
He’s handing out pamphlets at the grocery story along
with buttons that say, “Write In Jason.” And he’s and his
handlers are presenting the candidate as a more positive
candidate in what some observers have described as a
mudslinging race between the two official candidates, in
cumbent supervisor Fred Keeley and challenger Pat
Dugan.
“People are pretty much fed up with Keeley and
Dugan yelling at each other,” Jason said in a recent in
terview at home this town of about 5,700 residents in the
mountains between San Jose and Santa Cruz.
Jason has attended a couple of recent debates between
Keeley and Dugan, and at one he even started taking
notes, his father said. Then he got so bored he started
doodling instead.
This weekend, despite the urge to drop everything,
Jason says the campaign won’t necessarily take a back
seat to Halloween.
Donning a coat, tie and hat, the candidate plans to
trick-or-treat while his parents carry a large political
banner. Larry Darnell said he’ll accompany Jason
dressed as a cigar-chomping pol.
lb scare his victims into giving him candy, or cam
paign contributions, Jason said he plans to knock on each
door and say, “Hi! Fm a candidate. Ahlihhhh!”

ST U D Y W IN T E R QUARTER A T

SWANTON PACIFIC RANCH
Plan to be a part o f history in the making!

Studying at Swanton Pacific Ranch
W inter Q uarter offers you:
•

.......

A new course in Resource Management, that
may substitute for a course in your major, This
will be a 4 unit, 400 level class, emphasizing the
management o f Swanton Pacific Rjanch's
diverse resources.
• 6 units o f internship, with activities in
community projects, special ranch projects, and
ranch experience.
•
•
•

i
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Senior Project - if pre-approved by your advisor.
Possible General Education courses.
Room and Meals for $200.00/m onth, ranch
work associated with internship units will be
credited to your room and m eds at a rate o f
$5.00/hour, maximum 40 hours/month.

f\

Informational M eeting

on November 3
Food Processing Building 24 Room 108

For more information about Swanton Pacific's New Program, contaa:
8rcnda Smith, Instructional Coordinator
or Jim Grcil, Crop Science
(408) 427-1718
756-2509
299 Swanton Rd., Davenport, CA 95017
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Perot factors in less as presidential race nears end
Clinton still leads as Bush tries for comeback
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ross Perot is
becoming less of a factor as the presiden
tial race careens into its final week with
Bill Clinton holding a commanding lead
but President Bush hoping to generate a
historic comeback.
As a roller-coaster political year begins
to end, it’s hard to find anyone ready to
make firm predictions of what will hap
pen in the week ahead. Some things al
ready are clear.
Clinton enters the stretch with leads
in the polls of more than 10 points in
about two dozen states and leads ap
proaching that level in a handful more.
That gives him several possible formulas
for reaching the 270 electoral votes
needed to win the White House.
Bush leads in fewer than 10 states,
many of them with small Electoral Col
lege prizes. Perot leads nowhere, and
finds himself now at the center of a

bizarre controversy.
Look for:
—Clinton to spend the first half of the
week pressing Bush in traditional
Republican territory that is now competi
tive or leaning Clinton’s way — Georgia,
Florida, Louisiana, Tbxas and Kentucky
over the next two days — before closing in
on the industrial Midwest. Clinton will
stress economics, strike a populist tone
and try to convince Perot backers he’s the
only candidate who can defeat Bush and
deliver change. New positive campaign
ads will try to raise voters’ comfort levels
with the Arkansas governor and inoculate
Clinton against the flurry of closing Bush
attacks.
—Bush to stress character and trust,
as he has for weeks, hoping repetition
erodes Clinton’s leads. Clinton’s leads in
big states forces Bush to stump through
states with few electoral votes while

hoping for a big breakthrough, thus
Bush’s campaigning in Montana, Iowa,
Kentucky and Wisconsin in the final days.
“Tliesday is light years away,” Bush
strategist Charles Black said in predict
ing a comeback.
—Perot to keep his unorthodox
television advertising as the centerpiece
of his campaign. He spent $8 million last
week on TV and is spending perhaps
twice that much in the final week. Like
Bush, a closing Perot theme is that he’s
getting unfair treatment from the media.
Tb win, Perot said Monday he needs “to
stay close to people and reality.”
After weeks of remarkable stability,
the race’s dynamics turned volatile after
the three presidential debates. Perot
surged in the polls and Clinton dropped
from just below 50 percent to about 45
percent in most national polls, while Bush
held steady in the mid-30s.
Bush strategists insist the president’s
standing has improved in recent days.
Other pollsters say Bush has moved up

only in staunch GOP strongholds where
he was underperforming and not in the
big states he must steal from Clinton.
Perhaps the most telling sign of Bush’s
troubles are that Texas and Florida are
still dead heats.
“There is not yet any evidence of some
kind of consistent Bush pickup across the
country,” said Republican pollster Bill
Mclnturff. “The clock is ticking, and we
have got to start seeing that for Bush to
recover.”
Independent pollsters said Perot’s sup
port appeared to hit a plateau in all but a
few states entering the final week. Most
predicted his unsubstantiated allegations
of a Republican conspiracy to sabotage his
campaign with dirty tricks would erode
some of Perot’s new support and send him
back to the mid-teens.
“If it looks to voters like Perot has
flown off the hook, and creates the im
pression the guy is not stable, it’s got to
help Clinton,” said Michigan Researchers
Associates pollster Ed Sarpolus.

City explores dance ban, club owners charge racism
ALAMEDA, Calif. (AP) —
City officials who say a teenoriented nightclub is getting out
of hand are threatening to roll
up dance floors all over this is
land suburb.
The dispute has some of the
elements of the popular movie
“Footloose,” teenagers, rowdy
dances and official censure. But
underlying are some troubling
real-hfe issues: violence and
charges of racism.
At issue is the Twilight
Zone’s weekend crowds, which
city officials say bring guns and
trouble to town.
“Something needs to be
done,” said Vice Mayor Karin
Lucas, who has asked for a

review of the dance ordinance.
But Twilight Zone co-owner
Michelle Jordan suspects the
real problem is that the club at
tracts black teenagers from
neighboring Oakland, a clien
tele she believes represents a
change that some don’t wel
come.
“Alameda used to be a subur
ban city and it’s not any more,”
said Jordan, who opened the
club with her husband, Ray, in
1986. “We’re not isolated any
more.”
Alameda, a city of 76,000, is
next door to Oakland, but sur
rounded by water. The popula
tion is 65.2 percent white and
6.5 percent black, according to

people.
TTie Twilight Zone, a no-al
cohol club open to minors, was
one of the businesses men
tioned.
Five officers received suspen
sions ranging from eight hours
to a month.
Last November, the Jordans
filed suit in federal court alleg
ing that police filed false crime
reports and demanded the club
stop playing rap music. They
won a $50,000 out-of-court set
tlement in April.
At a recent council meeting,
police reported there have been
several problems this summer,
including six incidents in which
shots were fired or handguns

1990 Census figures.
City officials deny race is a
factor.
“If a bunch of cowboys rolled
in here with guns, the same
thing would be happening. Guns
are the issue,” said Assistant
City Manager Rob Wonder.
Wonder said the City Council
has requested research of a
dance ban, but that is just one
of several options being ex
plored.
Meanwhile, Chanin and the
Jordans point to a 1990 internal
audit of police computer mes
sages which found officers sent
messages to each other discuss
ing dressing up as Ku Klux
Klan members and killing black

were found in the vicinity of the
Twilight Zone.
Michelle Jordan said the club
draws “a rougher crowd,” who
“bring all their problems with
them as any group of teenagers
will.”
But she said trying to close
down her club won’t solve the
problem.
Garrett said police aren’t op
posed to the Twilight Zone’s
concept.
“We’re not against what he’s
trying to do at all, if it could be
properly managed and (he
could) maintain the crowd con
trol that we are requiring,” he
said.
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“Peg is the only mayoral candidate
who has consistently voted to
protect the natural beauty and
clean air of our community.”
Richard Krcjsa
Former Chairman,
SLO County Board of Sujxiivisors
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I'm Mike Krukow, Cal Poly Alumni, local busipessman and former
pitcher for the San Francisco Giants.
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I wholeheartedly endorse Wendy N ogle because she is the candidate who truly
appreciates the contribution o f Cal Poly students to our community. She will work
for real job and career opportunities for students and graduates.
After all, w e Cal Poly students and graduates are not just "tourists." We support
this community, and w e deserve jobs and better representation.

Beautiful books & calendars
now on sale
♦

♦
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SUPERVISOR
Paid for by the Committee to Elect Wendy Nogle Supervisor
Ed Shaw, Treasurer 438-5525
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Sigma Chi is within its rights

ENDORSEMENT
Mustang Daily endorses

JER R Y REISS
M
fflfORAL

Mayoral candidate and current city councilman Jerry Reiss
disagrees with a great many of the decisions of his City Council
counterpart Bill Roalman.
But in the 1992 WOW edition of Mustang Daily Reiss
acknowledged that Roalman's environmental concerns were
important
to the community and said: "It's nice to know someone
C a n d id a te
^ " ^ V o tfs
like Bill who is willing to talk to you about your concerns and
problems, even though you may not always agree."
Jerry Reiss
5
In Mustang Daily's editorial board interview, the WOW
Penny Rappa
1
article and on the City Council, Reiss has shown that he is a good
communicator with a working knowledge of city issues. He is level
O n e A b s te n tio n
headed, open-minded and stays out of the council bickering that
only serves to drag the city down. There is no question that Reiss is a positive thinker who is dedicated
to serving the city. His initiation of the smoking ban is an example of this. One has to be concerned
whether Reiss would continue positive relations with the student community, as current Mayor Ron
Dunin has done. We think he will.
Normally, Jerry Reiss, a conservative candidate, would not be the obvious pick of an assumed
"liberal" college newspaper staff. But we value the need for communication in this city, and healthy,
constructive communication will be something Jerry Reiss can deliver.

ENDORSEMENT

Over the course of the last few weeks, Mustang Daily's editorial staff interviewed 11 of the 12 candidates running for
mayoral and city council seats in San Luis Obispo (all candidates were given identical invitations at a candidate's
forum). Endorsements are based on these meetings in addition to newspaper coverage and campaign literature.

COMMENTARY

Time is no longer on our side
By Bryan Bailey
This commentary is coming to
you early.
Exactly one hour early, as a
matter of fact. That is, if you go
by last week’s clock.
Of course, this equinox was
the easy one — heading into
spring and losing th a t hour of
daylight-savings time has cost
more than one student a mid
term, I assure you.
I won’t be the last to gripe
about daylight-savings time. I
won’t even pretend to present a
viable solution (although I think
that just setting the clock
back/ahead a half-hour once and
forgetting about it would be
best).
In a year which resounds with
cries of “stick to the issues,” one
could consider this digression a
little trite; however, it’s issues
like these that are the cause of
major problems later on down
the line.
It’s law s like this that
demonstrates the convoluted
tangles the legislative branch
has to deal with. This law was
created long ago during a time
when electricity was a new word,
and it would probably take as
long to repeal the law. Having to
reset our clocks twice a year is a
constant reminder of the lethar
gic nature of our system. Not
t h a t we n e e d c o n s t a n t
reminders.
Take the electoral college, for
example. Does anyone really
know who these people are?
Their names aren’t something

I am responding to last Thursday’s (Mustang Daily, Oct. 22)
article, “Students beat a noisy path.” In my opinion, anyone
complaining about the newly installed “Restricted Entry” signs
on Sigma Chi’s property is completely out of line.
That property belongs to Sigma Chi and is theirs to do with
as they please. They are required to pay taxes on that land, as
well as liability insurance, and are ultimately responsible
should anything happen. The right to pass should therefore be
seen as a privilege and not some kind of constitutional right.
Furthermore, should Sigma Chi find it necessary to install a
fence, it should be their decision alone as to whether a gate will
be included.
I feel that gratitude is in order to Sigma Chi for allowing
this safe passage to and from school in past years, and for al
lowing it to stay open even though this privilege has been and
still is occasionally misused.
Paula Peterson
Poultry Science

Difference should be celebrated
In Professor Martin Kaliski’s Oct. 26 commentary, we once
again hear the arguments against ethnic clubs.
Professor Kaliski writes, “In my field, for example, there are
societies for women engineers, for black engineers, for Hispanic
engineers, and so on. Why? Why not take some bold steps and
become truly color-blind and form societies based on common
interests, not common ethnicity? Initially, these support
groups might have been needed. Now they only serve to accen
tuate our differences — not our similarities.”
Ignoring, for the moment, the fact that Professor Kaliski is
not a black student here, does not know what it is like to BE a
black student here, and is therefore not really in a position to
tell me that I don’t need the support I get from being a member
of the Afro-American Student Union and the Society of Black
Engineers and Scientists, let’s l(X)k at his stated goal of achiev
ing color-blindness.
Why is it that so many “liberal-minded” whites can only
achieve their goal of seeing people as equals regardless of color
by not seeing color at all? Why can they only see a black man
or woman as equal only if they do not see them as black? Might
some subconscious part of them still be clinging to the notion
that blacks can’t REALLY be equal with whites?
When a white person tells me, “I see you as equal because
I’m color blind. I don’t see color. I see people,” I don’t think,
“Gee, what a wonderful, open-minded person that is.” I think,
“Get back to me when you can handle the concept of me being
black AND equal.”
Professor Kaliski says we should concentrate on the
similarities between people and not the differences. I agree
that similarities are important, but I see the differences as
something to be celebrated, not ignored. I feel that only those
who are afraid of and cannot deal with these differences should
need to resort to ignoring them. If we are not in that category,
then let us not sweep our differences under the rug. Let us look
directly at them and, indeed, appreciate them.
Michael M. Welch
Computer Science

A
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you can pull off the top of your
head, yet they hold the power to
elect the highest official in the
land.
In the past, when the mail
was still carried by pony-express,
this system may have been the
best route. But in an age where a

president is practically elected
before the polls close on the West
Coast, not only is a popular vote
feasible, it is a crime not to have
one.
No longer is there the excuse
of an uninformed public; even
someone leading the most

secluded of life-styles is constant
ly inundated by mass media.
You can’t tell me that, with
computer tabulation equipment
keeping track of the duration
and number of every long-dis
tance phone call I make, finding
a computer that could tabulate
the number of checked boxes on
a ballot would be an impossible
task. With the memory left over
it should do everyone’s taxes, as
well.
Unless, of course, the plug is
pulled an hour early because
some custodial worker forgot to
set his watch to daylight-savings
time.
Bryan Bailey is the O pinion
E d ito r o f M ustang D a ily and
recently misplaced his watch fo r
the th ird time.

Letters Policy
Letters to the editor should
be ty p e d , le s s th a n 2 5 0
w o rd s a n d in c lu d e th e
a u th o r's n a m e , p h o n e
n u m b e r a n d m a jo r o r
o c c u p a tio n . B e c a u s e of space
lim itations, shorter letters have
a better ch an ce of appearing in
M ustang Daily.

Letters may be edited for
length and clarity. Submission
does not insure publication.
Letters should be turned into
the letters box in the Mustang
Daily office, Graphic Arts
Building, room 226.
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Spirits from SL O County's colorful past come hack to
haunt the living
He said it's not unusual for team members to
By Craig Abernathy and Anita Kreile
describe people and events that are later verified through
historical records.
Mustang Daily Staff Writers
Senate said certain locations have a propensity for
ghosts.
"Almost
every hotel, hospital and theater over 50
Is this county full of ghosts, or are some people
years old is haunted," he said. "In fact, I challenge you to
just full o f something else?
find one that isn't."
Certain stories refuse to die. Years go by,
He said hospitals are prone to being haunted
sightings multiply and legends grow. Ghost stories are Just
because so many people die there. Old hotels are often
like ghosts; some are easily tracked down, otliers remain
elusive.
haunted for the same reason.
"Hotels are popular for suicides," Senate .said.
Richard Senate, an instructor in pitfanonnal
"People know they won't have to pay the bill, so why not
phenomenon with Ventura College's Coimnunity Services
check into the best?"
Deparunent, has been ghost hunting since 1978. He is an
Though it was not always a hotel, the Rose
expert on Central Coast ghosts, and has even written a book
on the subject.
Victorian Inn, in Arroyo Grande, is a supernatural hotspot.
"Things happen here all the time," said Rosslyn
"People call me iuid report psychic disturbances,
Bethman, daughter o f the Inn's owners.
which I then investigate," he said. "About 50 percent of die
The Inn was built in 1855 as the main house for a
time we can find a natural cause. If not, we investigate
further."
family who farmed a surrounding walnut orchard.
"Alice," the ghost o f a little girl who died there in
Senate said he gets calls about once a week asking
the early 1900's, is the Inn's most famous surreal inhabitant.
him to check out unexplained cx:cuiTcnces.
Bethman said Alice's existence has been proven.
When he decides
"We've had two ghost hunters com e here sepa
to "investigate further,"
rately and describe the same girl as Alice without knowing
Senate assembles a team
anything about her," Bethman said. "Their descriptions fit
of psychics, photogra
the ones given by people in the community who remember
phers, sound specialists
the family."
and skeptics to visit the
Because o f the history and
location and try to contact
frequency o f Alice sightings, the Inn is a
the ghost.
popular place for ghost hunting. Bethman
claimed the Inn's guests like it, too.
"One group o f people stays here
about once a year, and every time they
*
come, something happens," she said.
\
I
'
"They have som e kind o f relationship
\
with her (A lice). I don't
know what, but som e
thing,"
She described one
such group as having had a
»* -*/ -*
party in one o f the Inn's
rooms one night, when
something strange o c
N 'V*
curred.
"They (had)
\
moved all the chairs into
one room," she said. "The
guy who was
sleeping in that
room heard his door
N ’'
open and /e lt a
>
breeze. He ignored
it, thinking it was
one o f his friends.
"He went
back to skep, and in
l l r iwDnmif, liiey
found that A lice had
taken one o f the
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STEVEN J. MUELLER/Mustang Daily

This Old House Is allegedly haunted by the ghost of
John Vittey, who is said to have died in a fire there.

chairs, put it back where it belonged and propped up a doll
on it."
Ghost hunter Senate was asked to visit the Inn
after guests had reported disturbances. He brought with him
psychic Debbie Christenson, who he said wasn't told
anything about the Inn's history.
According to Senate, when they visited the Inn,
Christenson saw a little girl on the stairs. She said the girl
was laughing because she knew Senate could not see her.
He said they followed as the ghost ran up the stairs and
into what is known as the Tower Room,
"Alice was a sickly girl and her mom told her
never to leave the house without her," Bethman said. "So,
she didn't."
The psychic also said Alice liked cats, which
Bethman thinks accounts for her own felines' affinity for
the Tower Room.
"Ours disappear into the rotim for days at a lime,"
Bethman said.
Not only Alice is said to haunt the Rose Victorian
Inn.
Bethman said there are two others, one of which
she calls "Robert."
"Robert is a teenaged pnuikster," she said. "About
once a month, he turns off die water, die heater or the oven.
He's big on mischief."
Bethman said her motJier and two waiters who
once worked at the Inn have seen a mjui they call "the
groundskeeper."
"Mom and one of die waiters have seen him
walking about die grounds, and die other waiter once
looked outside the window and the groundskeeper was
looking back in," Bethman .said. "We have .some old
pictures here and he (die groundskeeper) is in them. It's the
same man they .saw."
Senate .said die majority of ghosts juc' like Alice,
Robert and "the groundskeeper." They ivrc anydiing but
menacing, evil creatures.
"Most ghosts are friendly and .sedate; rather
boring, actually," he said. "That's why .some of them are
ghosts. They can't get on with their lives. Hiey're .sort of a
shadow image of die per.soii imd diey behave mueli the
same."
Another such "sedate" ghost is .said to dwell in
This Old Hou.se, arestaunuit on I'oodiill Boulevard, in San
Luis Obi.spo.
Built in 1917, the restaurant is .said to be haunted
by the spirit of John Vittey, originally of Autrey, UdJi. He
once lived in the hou.se and is believed to have died in a fire
that occurred on the premises.
He's a friendly ghost, according to manager
Marsha Fi.shbeck. He has never done anydiing that has hurt
anyone; it's more like he's having fun, she stiid.
"1 was in the restriKiin," I-'ishbeek .said, "tuid

See G H O ST , page 6
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GHOSTS
From page 5
something or someone rolled all
of the toilet paper off the roll
onto the floor right in front of
me.“
Pishbeck said another time
she and another waitress were
counting receipts at the bar
when a glass fell from the the top
shelf. Not so unusual; however,
instead of falling straight.down
to the floor, the glass fell
disigonally across the bar and
into a box * filled with other
broken glass.
According to Fish beck, most of
the mysterious incidents occur in
older parts of the house. “For
some reason, things always seem
to happen in the middle room,
never in the newer sections,” she
said.
This Old House’s ghost stories
have their on-site critics, though.
Cook Craig Cannon said he
isn’t so sure he believes in the
ghost of John Vittey, but he said
he has seen the effects the ghost
has had on some of the waitres
ses.
“One night, (when) I was
working, one of the cocktail
waitresses was outside having a
cigarette. She was leaning up
against a fence smoking when
she felt someone slap their hand
down on her shoulder,” he said.
It turned out that no one was
there.
“(She) came back into the res
taurant and was as white as a
ghost,” Cannon said.
Nonetheless, he remains skep
tical. “I guess something will
have to happen to me personally
before I completely believe,” he
said.
Keith Hernandez, a former

busboy at the restaurant, said he
and FMshbeck were closing down
one night when he heard a chair
slide across the floor of the room
upstairs. Hernandez said he had
cleaned up the room a couple of
hours earlier, putting all the
utensils away and storing the
chairs on the tables.
He said he went upstairs to
check things out, and was
surprised to find that all of the
things he had put away were
returned to the tables.
“All of the silverware and the
napkins were on the tables, and
the chairs were set around,” he
said.
Most strange of all, he said,
was that all the candles on the
tables were relit as well.
Greg Keller, a cook at the res
taurant, is another skeptic.
“It’s just a little hard tc
believe,” he said. “I haven’t seen
anything that would make me
believe in the ghost, and seeing
is believing.
“The ghost will have to scare
me shitless; then I’ll believe.”
Not every haunted house is
roamed by harmless apparitions.
The Old Mission San Miguel
Archangel, north of San Luis
Obispo, off H ighw ay 101,
provided ghosthunter Senate
with one of his most creepy ex
periences.
The mission itself, built in
1791, failed miserably. A lack of
water and occasional wildfires
led to low crop yields and caused
famine. It was eventually aban
doned.
During the Gold Rush, the
Mission was privately-owned and
operated as an inn by English
man John Reed, who bought the
old church from a crooked

Mexican governor in 1844, just
before the Mexican Cession of
1848.
Records tell of the brutal mur
der of Reed’s family, servants
and guests in 1848. Thirteen
people were killed by renegade
sailors seeking a hidden stash of
gold Reed often boasted of.
Ever since the night of the
milrder, reports of a whitedressed figure of a woman have
surfaced. Some say it’s the ghost
of Mrs. Reed wandering the Mis
sion grounds, crying for her
children.
Senate describes his visit to
the Mission as “...a very freaky
experience.”
“I took a psychic with me to
see what she would pick up. She
got really pale and shaky. She
broke into a sweat. She said she
saw blood splattered everywhere,
and heard screaming. She was
really upset and frightened,” he
said. “She described all kinds of
gore.”
The psychic said the victims
were buried in an unmarked
mass grave (later confirmed by
records) and they would never
rest until given a proper burial.
Senate said he saw the ghost
ly form himself during his visit.
He described it as, “(an) image
(that) seemed to glide before the
darkened gate and out into the
bright sunshine of the garden,”
where it vanished.
He said he wondered if it was
mist or an optical illusion. But
he sadd something else had hap
pened, even stranger and more
inexplicable, which convinced
him of the spirit’s authenticity.
As he and the psychic left the
building, he said she felt some
thing strike her in the back, as

.J ........ .
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STEVEN J. MUELLER/Mustang Dally

A ghost is said to play havoc with the restaurant’s dinnerware

though she were “stabbed.”
“I thought she had caught
herself on a nail,” he said, “but
there wasn’t anything around
where we were.”
Senate said the harmlesslooking mark bled profusely.
“I was amazed,” Senate said.
“It just looked like a tiny dot, but
it had bled so much.”
The psychic had sensed the
murders and seen the spirit of
the deceased. Senate still
wonders if she suffered the same
wound that felled Mrs. Reed.
Senate left the Mission con
vinced that the tales surround
ing it are not just folklore, but

real ghost stories.
D esp ite scary fo lk ta les.
Senate maintains that ghosts
themselves are misunderstood.
“Ghosts aren’t like they’re pic
tured in horror movies,” he said.
“I once thought of forming a
group called FOG (Friends of
Ghosts) to combat the bad rap
they get.”
Senate speculates the county’s
violent past and mixture of cul
tures is responsible for its
spirited inhabitants. He said
those factors create an environmeiit favorable to ghosts, and he
figures San Luis Obispo County
is loaded with them.

Thousands read our newspaper every day
And you just never know who else.

From City Hall to the U.U., from the
County Government Center to the
English Building, the Doily is
everywhere. And every week, our
award-winning news, opinion,
sports and arts sections reach tons
of students, SLO residents —
even administrators. Call
Cal Poly Vice President
756-1143 to get your message

for Academic Affairs

in with ours.

Dr. Robert Koob

M usiang Daiiy
Smart university, smart newspaper.
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Planned Parenthood Action Fund
ELECTION HOTLINE
Find out w here the candidates stand
on reproductive health care and reproductive choice.
C A L L : 5 4 6 -2 6 5 7
V O T E N O V E M B E R 3 r d . T H E C H O IC E IS Y O U R S !
Paid for by the Planned Parenthood Action Fund
____________ 518 Garden Street, Santa Barbara, CA 93101

DIFFERENT DEGREES OF SUCCESS

"I Always Wanted To .
Run My Own Business. So
I Joined Enterprise."
Koger oreimacn
B.A., Speech Communication
C al Poly SLO 1990
Branch Manager, San Luis Obispo

Enterprise only hires hard-working, entrepreneurial individuals.
People who wont to learn every aspect of running a business, from
customer service to personnel management.

to wait?

Enter our fast-paced business as a Management Trainee, and we'll
reward your dedication and sales ability with raises, promotions
and the opportunity to go as far as your talent will take you.

S ales M anagem ent Trainee
To share In our success through out the Southern California area,
you'll need:
• A BS/BA Degree
• Strong communication skills, enthusiasm and drive
• Retail/sales experience a plus

Try something new!
You can now make an appointment...
at Cal Poly Health Services

We're herefo r you!
for further information contact:
Health Services «Student Affairs Division

(805) 756-1211

If you want to learn all aspects of running a business while enjoying
full pay and benefits, join the Enterprise team. For campus interviews,
sign up at your Career Center today if you are unable to meet with us
on campus, call Debbie Prescott at (818) 9 0 9 -7 9 5 2 or send a resume
to 8 2 3 0 N . Sepulveda Blvd., Van Nuys, CA, 9 1 4 0 2 . An Equal
Opportunity Employer.
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SHIRTS
FOR Y OU R
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• 100% COTTON BEEFY-T
• FAST DELIVERY'
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DIE
From page 1
granted to us.”
niman said the initiative
places too much of the value of
life on a “human perspective.”
He said this is wrong be
cause “man is made in the
image of God.” The initiative
coincides with an increasing
trend that attempts to “redefine
wlio man is,” he said.
If Illman didn’t oppose the
initiative based on religious
convictions, he said he would
oppose it because it is poorly
written.
Deacon Dave Leach of the
the Mission Catholic Church in
San Luis Obispo, had similar
convictions.
“The Catholic Church does
not support (the proposition) be
cause it is badly flawed,” Leach
said.
Leach said the initiative
takes away from the value of
life.
“Each person is very sacred
and valuable in the eyes of
God,” he added.
Leach said the church also
finds many flaws in the way the
legislation is written. He said
one of the biggest problems
with the proposition is its lack
of safeguards.

CfiUFORNIfiIM
AGES

844 MAIN ST. MORRO BAY. CA. 772>2533

If you HAVE PAID DEPOSIT or full $36 9
You're Elligible to win A

IV IE E T IN G
_______ in F is c h e r S ci 2 8 Ó
M U S T BE P R E S E N T T O W I N

a BRECKENRIDGE*VAIL*COPPER
«S KEYSTONE/A-BASIN s ig n u p =$369
The (Jety after the election,
turn to us. We'll be first ivith
results from d\e ruition and
state, not to mention all the
local races.

s .•

SHERRY GURTLER/Mustang Dally

Catholic churches — such as the San Luis Mission — object to the
wording of Prop. 161. One official there called it “badly flawed.”

KONA'S
SELF
SERVE
FROZEN
YOGURT

ELECTION RESULTS
Sorrw say it's best we hurry
and get dus election behind us.
We'll do our best.

Mustang Daily

the Unitarian Universalist Fel
lowship in San Luis Obispo, had
a different view.
“The Unitarian Universalists
hope that some type of death
with dignity legislation will be
passed,” Colbert said. She
declined to specify support or
opposition of the current
proposition.

“There are often times when
people are very distraught and
later find relief through coun
seling,” he said. “Medicine is
still an imperfect science.”
The chances of misdiagnosis
which can lead to severe depres
sion are an imjxirtant reality,
Leach said.
Carolyn Colbert, minister of
Located
behind
Burger King
and Kinkos
on Foothill Blvd.
Make Your Own
Yogurt Creation!
W e Have over
30 Toppings!!

K50t5

n

O o ff
w ith this cou p on
Open 11*11 Daily
I One coupon per customer EXP 11/3/92
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Copeland’s Sports

DEBATE
From page 1

much of campaign continued
Monday night.
Hartlaub directed a question
to Blakely regarding the S4
pages of negative advertising
against Nogle he has received.
“It is important information
that the voters should know
about,” Blakely said. “It shows
who those special interest groups
are who support Wendy.”

a “No" vote means “Yes” and a
“Yes” vote means “No” as the
measure is worded on the ballot.
Blakely said he is strongly
against State Water.
“I don’t think you should be
taxed on water you are never
going to use,” he said.
The opponent-bashing which
has been occurring throughout

Nogle has been criticized by
Blakely supporters who say she
is a puppet of local businessman.
“Small businesses are sup
porting me,” she said. “The
people I have talked to wamt to
hire more students, but right
now the economy is bad and the
students are suffering. We are in
dire straits in this community.”

Your life will change
next TYiesday.
One local newspaper will
be all over SLO Wednesday
morning to tell you how.
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EVERYTHING IN STOCK!
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Ca/ Poly lecturerfo r past 25 years.
Accessible now via on-campus office hours.
Participant in WOW activities regularly.
Two o f his children are Cal Poly Alumni.
As Public Works Directorfo r the city Dave has:
- ¡mtalled 20 miles o f bike lanes
- Planted 10,000 street trees
- Initiated and operated our
public bus system

us. We'll do our
best.
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with results from the nation
and state, not to mention

this election behind

I
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turn to us. We'll be first

we hurry and get

0 00
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Special G ro u p Tennis Fram es...

The day after the election,

Some say it's best
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all the local races.
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The right
person fo r an
importantjob.

GOLD
M EDAL
ITE M S A SKI
PACKAGES NO T
IN C L U D E D

.

%

Quantifie« t %i>e« limited to stock on hand Advertised m erchandise may be available at sale prices in
upcom ing sale events Regular, original and current prices are offering prices only and may or may not
have resulted in sales 20' - discount e ip ire s at close of business O ct 29. 199?
C O L O M EDAL SERVICE ITEM S WILL N O T BE D IS C O U N TE D D URING TH IS SALE

(
—

Copeland’s Sports
9 6 2 M O N TE R E Y S TR E E T

S A N L U IS O B IS P O

Re-elect

EVELYN DELANY
mm

O

£vi(ywDelany

Founder, Ocean Sanctuary Coalition

Will Support:
Bike Lanes & Public Transit
Better Community Relations
Preserving the Beauty of SLO County
Protecting Open Space

1O
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Brothers reunited after
50 years of separation
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) —
Ernest .Hollander thought his
older brother was killed in a
Nazi concentration camp. On the
other side of the world, in Yugos
lavia, Zoltán Hollander thought
the same of Ernest.
But thanks to a televised
debate between Ernest and neoNazis on a talk show, and the
sharp eyes of an immigrant from
Y u g o sla v ia , the H ollander
brothers and younger brother
Alex have found each other after
more than half a century.
“This man has come back
from the dead. We thought he
had been dead for 50 years,"
Ernest, 67, said of his 70-yearold brother.
Ernest, who lives in Oakland,
called their reunion “the greatest
miracle since Moses crossed the
sea.”
About 30 people from Hol
lander’s synagogue gathered
Monday night at the San Fran
cisco International Airport to
welcome the brothers back to
California after their reunion
last week in New York.
“It’s a big celebration, a
celebration of life,” said Patrick
Feigelson, who attends the same
synagogue as Ernest.
Zoltán said through an inter
preter he was so nervous about
the reunion he couldn’t eat or
sleep for days.
In 1941, Nazi forces took Zol
tán from the family’s home in
Czechoslovakia to perform forced
labor for the army, according to
Ernest.
Three years later, authorities
put the rest of family in con
centration camps, where the
brothers’ father, mother, three

sisters and one brother died.
After allied forces liberated
the concentration camps, Ernest
and Alexander were freed.
Ernest emigrated to Palestine,
where he heard from a fellow Is
raeli soldier that Zoltán had been
hanged during the war.
But in fact, Zoltán had es
caped from forced labor and
joined a band of Yugoslav par
tisans fighting the Nazis, Ernest
says. Zoltán was captured by
Soviet troops at the end of the
war and shipped to Siberia, al
though he was later returned to
Yugoslavia.
Zoltán had assumed all the
rest of the family was dead. “He
wrote to the Red Cross several
times in the late ’40s and early
’50s, and the Red Cross said we
cannot find anybody,” Alexander
said.
Ernest came to the United
States in 1960, started a scrap
metal business in Berkeley and
began lecturing about the hor
rors of the Holocaust.
Ernest’s lecturing got him a
spot on the “Montel Williams
Show” television talk show in
April and he was seen by Zivoljub Djorvjevic, a former neighbor
of Zoltan’s in Kragujevac, Yugos
lavia, who had moved to New
York City, Ernest said.
Djorvjevic told Zoltán how
much he resembled the man on
television, and that led to the
brothers’ reunion, which oc
curred Oct. 14 at a taping for
another segment of Williams’
show. Zoltán brought with him
his three sons, ages 35 to 50,
their tickets paid for by the Wil
liams show.

COM EDY
TR A F F IC
SCHOOL

$22.00
WITH THIS AD
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"V^e Need Evelyn fo r Her Strong Community
Concern and fo r Her Environmental and
Neighborhood Preservation"
- Allen Settle, Cal Poly Professor
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DR. ROBERT BERNS
SAN LUIS COASTAL
SCHOOL BOARD
Endorsed by
SAN LUIS COASTAI. TEACHERS ASSOCIATION
PAID FOR By Robert Berns Campaign Fund

Experienced, Effective and She Listens
Reelect Evelyn Delany
Supervisor, 3rd District
November 3
Paid political advertisement. Evelyn Delany Campaign,
Valerie Endres, Treasurer, 790 Islay St., San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

Showing 7:30 and 9:45pm in Chumash

FRIDAYOCTOBER30THA a a a
Presented by
ASI Films

ONLvlbd.UU

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 28 , 1 9 9 2
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Species act debate to test values
WASHINGTON (AP) — Con
gressional debate over the En
dangered Species Act next year
will go to the heart of the na
tion’s commitment to protect
threatened wildlife, a top Fish
and Wildlife Service official said
TXiesday.
“The issue is not whether the
act is good or bad. The issue is
whether the goals of the En
dangered Species Act remain
societal goals and whether we
are succeeding in accomplishing
those goals,” said Michael Brennen, executive assistant to agen
cy IMrector John Turner.
The debate over wildlife
protection has changed dramati
cally since the northern spotted
owl emerged as an issue three or
four years ago, said Brennen,
who presented his personal
views during a panel discussion
sponsored by the National As
sociation of Home Builders.
“With the spotted owl, it was
the first time the emotional
dynamic wasn’t totally on the
side of environmentalists,” Bren
nen said. “There has been a suc
cessful effort to personalize the
issue — so that no longer is it
the Weyerhaeusers effected, but
the workers who are effected.

“I’m not suggesting it is a bad
thing. ... But it is a dramatic
evolution in the way the public
thinks about and deals with
wildlife,” he said.
Brennen and other panelists
said the plight of the threatened
owl has hindered public under
standing the Endangered Species
Act of 1973, which is up for
reauthorization next year.
“The spotted owl controversy
is quite atypical of the way the
Endangered Species Act works,”
said Michael Bean, chairman of
the Environm ental Defense
Fund’s wildlife program.
Court injunctions halting log
ging of owl habitat in the
Northwest are based on a series
of environmental laws other than
the act. Bean said.
“What is remarkable about
this 20-year-old law protecting
more than 700 species is not how
many conflicts there have been,
but how few.” Bean said.
But D. Barton Doyle of Los
Angeles, general counsel for the
Building Industry Association of
Southern California, said upcom
ing cases could cause just as
much turmoil. Protection of the
California gnatcatcher is ex
pected to cost as much as $2.5

thurs.

billion, he said.
Doyle, who also has been
caught up in controversy over
protection of the Stephens’ kan
garoo rat and the desert tortoise,
said more emphasis should be
placed on protection of species
before they become threatened or
endangered.
Brennen agreed.
“We are underfunded to do
what we are told to do. We think
you get a lot of bang for your
buck by investing in pre-listing
activities,” he said.
Brennen also seiid the issues
are of greatest significance in the
West.
“It’s hard for me to make the
northern spotted owl real for
someone on the East Coeist. The
gnatcatcher doesn’t mean much
to someone in Iowa. But if you
look at the wildlife base, we have
problems,” he said.
Brennen, a graduate of the
U niversity of Oregon Law
School, WEIS appointed to the
Fish and Wildlife Service post in
1989.
Before that he worked on en
vironmental issues for a Denverbased law firm, often securing
permits for gold mines.

november

Chumash
Auditorium
OPEN FO R U M
from

10:00am - 3:00pm

Admissions
representatives
from graduate
and professional
schools w ill be
available to
Tips on Applying to

workshop
_______ Graduate and Professional
School Programs

share
information
about their

3:00 - 4:00pm, University Union, Room 207
sponsores by
Career Services
Science end Math Student Council
(Ad sponsored by the Princeton Review/

graduate and
professional
programs.

C ia s s if ie D
Campus C lu b s ^ ^
AIAS p r*s*n ts ...
PUMPKIN CARV-A-THON CONTEST
Thurs. Oct. 29 1 lam-rtoon
sign up In ARCH office
open to 50 CAED students only

Q ^ E P S IL O N

MANDATORY GENERAL MEETING
TONIGHT RM13-110 O 7:00P
GUEST SPEAKER KEN GLYNN
REFRESHMENTS!!! BE THERE!!!

SCE

MR. CRAIG SHIELDS. PE. GE.
TALKS ABOUT THE TELEGRAPH HILL
ROCKFALLS OF FEB 92. TODAY AT
7; 10 IN 03-213 (LECTURE HALL)
STUDENT COMMUNITY SERVICES
^ e d a l Events Dir. Secretary.
Public Relations Committee
APPLICATIONS in UU217. X5834
Come see us today!

TRI-CLUB

Meeting Wed. 6:30pm
Sciertce North 201
Guest Speaker on Nutrition

-P e r s o n a lS i^ 2 U ;|

MONICA
BECERRA

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

You’re the best! Gel excited
for INITIATION! YBS loves you!

COMMUNIST SYMPATHIZER
CLINTON FOR PRESIDENT?

JEN MORENO

CHEAP THRILLS & RECYCLED
RECORDS PAYS THE MOST CASH FOR
USED CD'S.TAPES 4 VIDEO GAMES
LOWEST PRICES A HIGHEST TRADES
783 MARSH SLO 544-0686

GMAT GRE LSAT
TEST PREP!

CALL THE PRINCETON REVIEW ANY
TIME AT 995-0176 IN CAYUCOS.
Models Wanted for Hair Show
International Stylists are
looking lor people interested
in free cuts, perms. hIghligWs
arxl more. Pre-show meeting 5PM
10-31-92 Embassy Suites Hotel
Lobby lor Info 1 -800-350-5152
" STRESS FREE W EDDING PLAh(NING!
Details Nov 5 or Call 546-9969

r. IV-

MAC TRAINING!

1-14Classes. MacTeacher 543-2460

RAY BAN,HOBIE.SUNCLOUD,OAKLEY
REVO AND MORE 20% OFF WITH
STUDENT I.D. The Sea Bam
AVILA BEACH. 595-2142

Soul Burner

Hay You!

PROFESSIONAL
RESUME
WRITING
544-8685

Santa Baroara Is better the
second time around!
Thank you for the special day!
Cute shoes, are they 'J‘arxJ*K' HaHa
XOXO NELSON-I'm going 2 change It.
STEVEN KRAMERItl
DON’T MISS THE MOVIE
TONIGHT 8PMI!!

HALLOWEEN RUN
W ED 10/28 4:30P
UU PLAZA $5/$12 W/T-SHIRT
FOR MORE INFO X-1366
CAL POLY REC SPORTS

STUDY ABROAD IN AUSTRALIA
Information on semester .year,
graduate,summer and internship
programs in Australia. We
represent 28 Australian Universities
Call us toll free 1-800-245-2575

Lost & Found; f 1
BLACK BACKPACK ON FR110/16
LOST AT SNACKBAR SENR. PROJECT
WAS IN IT CALL NOEL 546-0578
CAMERA TAKEN FROM OCEANAIRE DR
PARTY FR 110/2. VERY IMPORTANT!
NEED FOR CLASS. PIX ON FILM IN
IT ESP. IMPORTANT. PLEASE
RETURN! REWARD/NO O S 543-3205

.J ^ b p p o j iM n it j g ^ ^
LEARN TO SKYDIVE!!
Questions? Call 805-239-DIVE

NEED FINANCIAL AID? We ll find
you money-GUARANTEED 772-1710

I got It right this time!
Wishing U the BEST. Hope all
your dreams come true! Luv POC

WATERSKI CLUB

CASH for COMICS & GAMING ITEMS
-or Trade Credit! New comics
every Friday - New games weekly!
THE SUB COM ICS & POSTERS
785 Marsh St-SLO 541-3735

7.

DRAFT DODGER

^7

Word Processlni

A SECRETARIAL SERVICE
ACCURACY/SPEED 541-6170 ZEENA
LOW-RATE LOCAL WORD-PROCESSING
GREAT FONTS! CALL MARY 481-5143

F ^ w J m p 'q y p e n t»
NEED PART TIME ESTIMATOR FOR
CONSTRUCTOR OFFICE TO START
IMMEDIATELY 489-4080
SUMMER MGMT. INTERNSHIPS
Most positions filled by Nov.
Gain val. exp. managing 6-8
employees, custonters, arxi
suppliers. Avg. earnings
6-16.000+. Call
"University Painting Pros“
Info/appl. Call 800-525-5877.

For Saie
MAC llsi 5/80 13'HIRes Monitor
Stkyboard $1900 Brian 545-9590
U2 TIXS FOR THE LA
SHOW OCT 30431
CALL JIM O 544-8307

LOST

MEETING TONIGHT 0 8 :3 0 O 03-213
INFO ABOUT THE HOLIDAY SKIRAGE

Announcements^i

Wç

AXD & KA0

THANKS FOR THE GREAT EXCHANGES
THIS PAST WEEKEND!

BETA
FOR DUMPY MACOMBER:
■POVERTY IS PUNISHMENT FOR THE
LOWER CLASS FOR NOT EXERCISING
MORAL RESTRAINTS TO CONTROL
THEIR POPULATION.*
GET YOUR BIG/LIL SIS SUPPLIES
FROM THE CRAFT CENTER NOW!
EVERYTHING FROM BALLOONS
TO TUMBLERS. COME CHECK US OUT!

KX
JIM MURPHY

HAPPY B-DAY TO THE BEST BIGBRO
Looklr>g tor top fraternity,
sorority .or student organization
that would like to m ^ e $500
•1500 lor one week marketing
project right on campus. Must
br organized arxl hard working.
Call 800-592-2121 x308

P iW ïô «

TRAVEL SCHOOL

HP CALCULATOR

In 10 weeks. Harxls on SABRE
tralnirrg 4 more. Enroll now!
ly I4 weekend classes.
Day
Call 543-7301

IF FOUND PLEASE CALL 545-8167

CASH REWARD
Lost Gold PInkey Ring on 10/15
sentimental value J6 547-9822 Reward

.O pp ortu nities.^
■CAUTION: Make rx> investments before
investigating advertisements In
Opportunities which require
investments In stock sarnples,
equipment or cash bonds.

ALPHA CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER
24 HOUR LIFELINE 541-3367
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING
•A FRIEND FOR LIFE'

COLLEGE MONEY

GUARANTEED FINANCIAL AID
FOR FREE INFORMATION CONTACT
STUDENT SOURCE (805) 473-3281
COMPUTER TUTOR-PUT A DECADE OF
EXPERIENCE BEHIND YOU AND YOUR
WORK. CALL RICHARD AT 543-4135

P\DNT SOO
\
HEAR TME BELL ^
RECESS \S
OVER. ÏÏST1ME
TO SO IN
-------------

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES FOR
MOTIVATED STUDENTS.LEARN FROM
THE FASTEST GROWING C O IN THE
INDUSTRY. EARN $9K-$18K IN
ONE SEASON WHILE MANAGING
6-8 EMPLOYEES CALL U P.
1-(800)-400-9332
International Employment .Make rrwney
teaching English abroad. Japan and
Taiwan. Room 4 Board provided. Make
$2,000-$4,000>per nxmlh. Financially
4 Culturally rewarding! For program
and application, call the
International Employment Group:
(206) 632-1146 ext.J6005.

m Kor
DONE
VET.

IT t a r e s m e m o r e t h a n
ONE RECESS TO »NEAR
MVSELF INTO A STATE
o r SUBMISSION.

■ •v -.v B Ic yjJg s C S l
BICYCLES Boys arxl girts 3- and
5-speed classics. 545-8119/msg

I : :-;'Automoblle>'^
91 MUSTANG,LEATHER.LOADED
12000 OBO 489-4080 OR 773-1409

SHARP MUSTANG

ORIGINAL 68 A STANDOLTT VEHICLE
EXLT. COND. $3000 541-6706

^ R o o m n u ite s ^ ^ j:

LOS OSOS
1 RM IN 3BDRM
HOUSE

NEAT, ROOMY, BY-THE-BAY,
FIREPLACE, FULL MODERN KITCHEN
$275/MO * $200 DEP. -f UTILITIES
1/93-6793 528-4993

Homes forJaljaK.«
0-BEST PRICED CONDOS 4 HOMES
LISTED FREE SPECIALIZING IN
STUDENT/PARENT INVESTMENTS
INFORMATION PACKET AVAILABLE ON
CAMPUS CALL MARGUERITE
541-3432 CENTURY 21-SLO PROP.
01 BUYING A HOUSE OR CONDO?
FOR A FREE LIST OF ALL LEAST
EXPENSIVE HOUSES 4 CONDOS
FOR SALE IN SLO,CALL STEVE NELSON
543-8370-FARRELL SMYTH R/E.

WE HAVE SAN LUIS OBISPO COUNTY'S
LARGEST SELECTION OF
MOUNTAIN & ROAD BIKES!

C A L I’OLY STATE U N IVE R S ITY
S A N LU ISO B ISR O

n is h ih i
BRIDGESTONE

S C H W IN N

'T

Halloween!
W e have o huge
.
of Adult and Kids' Costumes. W e ve
doubled our inventory of
make-up for all your par y
i costume needs.

'\fjt itu p to u t COUptHtotSCOupOKs!

SLO
1 9 8 S O U T H ST.
5 4 3 -4 4 1 6

COSTUMES!
R©s6rv©Yours Now For

kestrel
SPECIALIZED

CYCLERY

MUSTANG DAILY
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COSTUM E
CAPERS

L O S osos
2 1 7 9 lO T H S T.
5 2 8 -5 1 1 5

Mustang Daily
is the only
student run
daily newspape)er
the United
Sra
inn me
unitea states
of America
produced entirely
on campus.
Beware.

To Advertise
Call 805-756-1143
Fax 805-756-6784

i.984 C h o rro St., SLO

CT3 L:^] M

KM 226 »CKAPHIC ARTS
CAL POLY • SLO • 93407

-SALE
ELKTION

Boots up to 50% Off
Salomon

reg.
SALE!
SX 93(’91/’92)..... $440.00.......... $299.95
SX72 (’91/’92)..... $290.00.......... $199.95
SX41 (‘91/‘92)..... $175.00.......... $ 99.95

Lange

XRI (‘90/‘9 1 )....... $350.00.......... $199.95
CLOSE-OUTS....... 4 0 % to 5 0 % O FF

Tecnica

ALL SKI BOOTS.. . 4 0 % to 5 0 % O FF

HEAD SC (*91/'92)............. $395.00
SALOMON 9000E ('91/*92) $590.00
K2 7 .8 (‘90/‘91)................. $290.00
OLIN RTS (*91/’92)............$485.00
PRE4.2 (’91/’92).............. $399.00
PREMX6 (’91/’9 2 )...........$360.00
PRE5.2 (’91/’92).............. $460.00
HEAD LEGEND (’91/’92).......$325.00

GREAT SAVINGS ON

Í

Snc.yboards, Boots & Clothing by
Burton, K2, Lunatic Fringe, Nordica, Wave Rave

Ski Binding & Pole Packages
Starting at $299.95

All Scott & Leki Poles

20% Off
Europa Bibs

20% Off
Bindings up to 50% Off

Marker M27 Bindings

Marker, Salomon & Tyrolia

Reg. $160 Now $89.95

$59.95 (Kids $39.95)

S a v e 3 0 -6 0 %
on ’91/’92 Ski Clothing

San Luis Obispo
667 Marsh Street
543-1676
Plenty of Free Parking corner of Marsh & Broad
TZ ^F r

SALE!
$249.95
$357.95
$139.95
$249.95
$229.95
,$179.95
,$279.95
$149.95

I

Save 10% and m ore on ’92/’93 Clothing from
North face, Spyder, Killy, Nils, Fera, Descente,
Obermeyer, Columbia Burton and alot more!

I Moff«rC«r<L,

M O U N TA IN A IR

SPORTS

Santa Barbara
14 State Street
962-0049

VISA

At the Beach Plenty of Free Parking

From th e schcxil Ixiard to
th e President of the
U n ite d States of
A m erica, M ustang Daily
will deliver com plete
n atio n al and ltx:al
electio n results the
m orning after we all cast
our ballots.

Mustang Daily
★ ★ ★

